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Take bicycling, weather permitting, of course. The last
time gas prices went above $4 a gallon back in 2008, bike
sales soared, and with little wonder why –– biking carries
the twin benefits of getting you where you’re going and
giving you a cardiovascular workout.

The numerals are ominous: $3.96, $4.01, $4.25.

Thanks to a number of factors –– most notably, Middle East instability —
gasoline has become increasingly expensive, forcing many of us to alter plans to
avoid too-frequent visits to the pumps. We might stick closer to home, or stay
home altogether.

It’s hard to see a silver lining in this particular black cloud. But believe it or not,
it’s there in the way that shared adversity often propels people to innovation,
communal decisions and lifestyle alternatives — sometimes healthier ones.

Take bicycling, weather permitting, of course. The last time gas prices went
above $4 a gallon back in 2008, bike sales soared, and with little wonder why ––
biking carries the twin benefits of getting you where you’re going and giving you
a cardiovascular workout, not to mention allowing for a slower, scenic view.
Sometimes we need to be slowed down to realize and appreciate our gorgeous
environment.

When you’ve got a haul longer than a bike journey can reasonably handle, there’s
sharing the expense via carpooling, which yields the side benefit of having some
down time to chat with friends, neighbors or colleagues. Or one can take
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advantage of what public transportation opportunities are available — services
that help reduce the clog of cars on our streets while alleviating the headache of
needing to find a parking space.

Finally, it’s in these dreary periods of big pain at the pump that people as a whole
–– not just self-avowed greenies –– start thinking seriously about electric and
hybrid cars. And this may be the time to get serious about it, since more and
more electric and hybrid vehicles, which can run a set amount of miles before
requiring a switch to gasoline, are showing up in showrooms.

It’s unfortunate that it takes such a rude awakening to get us thinking seriously
about — and acting on — alternatives to our car-centric lives. But whatever the
impetus, even a partial reduction of our ardor for motor vehicles can yield some
real benefits, which we shouldn’t forget when, or if, the pump price inches
down.

-- Messenger Post (N.Y.)


